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Purpose of the Report: 

Establishment of Cybersecurity Measures across Entire Supply Chains is Urgently Necessary
 Cyberattacks targeting the weaknesses of supply chains of large enterprises and SMEs have been

increasing and becoming more sophisticated.

– A number of large Japanese enterprises related to national defense reveal that they have been the victim of sophisticated cyberattacks

since January 2020.

– The current situations of cyberattacks against SMEs have also been uncovered through the Project for Demonstrating Measures for

Supporting SMEs in Conducting Post-Incident Measures Involving Cybersecurity (Cybersecurity Support Ranger).

 The report presents the characteristics of cyberattacks and specific case examples in an organized manner.

 It also presents directions of future efforts. METI will specify cybersecurity measures across entire supply

chains in parallel with embarking on coordination with stakeholders in the industrial community.
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Multiple enterprises in Japan which are business partners
of the Ministry of Defense, including Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation and NEC Corporation, uncovered that they
have been the victim of sophisticated cyberattacks since
January 2020. It is considered that these cyberattacks
may target sensitive information on national defense.

The Cybersecurity 

Support Rangers have 

been dispatched to SMEs 

in demonstration areas.

These Rangers have found 

that SMEs are also 

targeted by cyberattacks, 

regardless of region or 

business scale. 

Areas for 
demonstration

②Niigata

⑤Ishikawa、Fukui、Toyama

①Iwate、Miyagi

Fukushima

③Nagano、Gunma

Tochigi、Ibaraki

Saitama

④Kanagawa
⑥Aichi

⑦Osaka、Kyoto、Hyogo

⑧Hiroshima、Yamaguchi



Recent situations involving cybersecurity: 

Continuous responses to cyberattacks, which are becoming more sophisticated day by day, will become a key

 In response to the issuance of the Report Request setting February 14, 2020, as the closing date of submission,

METI received some reports, but no report was submitted on any leakage of important information caused

by cyberattacks (except one case under ongoing inspection, which METI found after the closing date).

 Meanwhile, the details of the submitted reports and recent cyberattack-related cases uncovered that cyberattacks

are becoming more sophisticated day by day, and this fact shows that it is more and more important for

companies to continuously inspect the current situations of their cybersecurity measures.

<Characteristics of recent damages to companies affected by cyberattacks>

・In addition to infecting email servers via
malware-attached emails, it was
confirmed that cyberattacks use methods,
etc. of directly entering internal systems
without users’ actions, e.g., opening emails,
as seen in establishing entry routes by
taking advantage of vulnerabilities or wrong
settings in network devices.

・ It was also affirmed that after entering
systems, cyberattacks use methods that
make it difficult for target companies to
early inspect such cyberattacks or
analyze the methods of cyberattacks, as
seen in fileless cyberattacks using
PowerShell, etc., encrypting communication
with a C&C server and deleting traces.

Increasing sophistication of 
targeted cyberattacks

・An increasing number of cases involves
cyberattacks which target organizations
having relatively weak security measures
in supply chains, e.g., overseas bases and
business partners, as the points of
origination of cyberattacks, and which
expand intrusion into internal networks
from those points.

・ As they expand business activities
worldwide and enhance the scales of
integration of such activities, companies are
likely to receive more serious damages if
any incidents occur. They further need to
develop their response systems, including
their overseas subsidiary companies, such
as building multi-layered systems for the
purpose of limiting the range of damages.

・ Cases were continuously found where
membership-based websites, cloud email
accounts and other online services, which
require users to input only IDs and
passwords, are logged into by
unauthorized third parties who take
advantage of “list-type attacks” which use
lists of leaked IDs and passwords of users.

・These cases uncover that companies should
review their system structures, such as
introducing two-step verification or two-
element authentication into the login
functions in order to fortify security
involving access to their websites and
managing personal information by
classifying such information by the level of
sensitivity and separately set access rights to
respective classified data.

Cyberattacks against the weaknesses 
of supply chains

Continuous occurrence of damages 
caused by unauthorized logins
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Case Examples of Cyberattacks to which Cybersecurity Support Rangers Made Responses: 

Current Situations where SMEs are also Targeted by Cyberattacks are Highlighted Anew

 In advancing the demonstration project in which 1,064 SMEs participated, alerts were issued in 910 cases in total in eight

areas across Japan. Out of these alerts, Cybersecurity Support Rangers decided on 128 cases as potentially serious incidents

and made responses to them. In a couple of these cases, the value of damage that may be caused by the cyberattack was

estimated to be around 50 million yen each if the company failed to make any response.

<Characteristic case examples to which Cybersecurity Support Rangers made responses>

・A company used software which
works only by using Windows XP
and, accordingly, it used
Windows XP terminals into
which no software for
addressing malware was
introduced.

・ An employee of the company
connected his/her terminal to an
internal LAN system in order to
use an internal printer, and this
caused the terminal to connect to
the internet without the intention
of the employee, thereby causing
infection by malware.

・The value of damage that may be
caused by the cyberattack was
estimated to be 55 million yen if
the company failed to detect or
remove the cause.

・A company found that one of the
employees connected his/her
private iPhone to the
company’s Wi-Fi service
without permission.

・It also found that the employee’s
private iPhone communicated
once with a server operated by an
attacker for the purpose of
distributing malware and
ransomware.

・The value of damage that may
be caused by the cyberattack was
estimated to be 49.25 million
yen if the company failed to
detect or remove the cause.

・A company found that one of its
employees received a spoofed
email in the environment of a
Wi-Fi service at a hotel in the
destination of his/her business
trip and executed malware
attached to the email, thereby
causing infection by Emotet.

・ As this infection executed a
malicious PowerShell command,
the attacker stole information on
email addresses from the terminal,
and then sent malicious emails to
the email addresses of the
company’s business partners
and other entities by pretending
to be the company.

Use of old-type OSs Use of private terminals
Use of Wi-Fi services

at hotels
・A company participating in the

demonstration project intensively
detected malware-attached emails.

・Before this incident, an email
server owned by one of the
company’s business partners
was hacked, information on
email addresses was leaked from
the partner company and the
attacker sent malware-attached
emails from the email addresses.

・These emails were spoofed emails
pretending to discuss payment of
bonuses or payment of bills,
which was uncovered to be a
targeted cyberattack via supply
chains.

Cyberattacks against
supply chains

Type of response Total Details Number of cases occurred

Response to incidents 128
Responses to incidents by telephone or remote access* 110

Response to incidents by personnel visits to target sites 18

<Number of cases to which Cybersecurity Support Rangers made responses>

*Note: Responses to incidents by telephone or remote access include primary responses to incidents by personnel visits to target sites.
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Activities that Companies are Required to Fulfill for Ensuring Security of Entire Supply Chains

 Responsibilities that companies should fulfill are not limited to securing continuity of their own businesses.

– These responsibilities include: responsibility for ensuring security of supply chains, social responsibility that companies should bear, and responsibility for proper

management of sensitive information on technologies which companies are required to appropriately control under laws and regulations due to the potential serious

impact of such information on any national security environment, for example.

 The report presents future directions of three actions that companies should take to fulfill these responsibilities: “share,”
“report” and “announcement.”

 In parallel with this, the report also recommends that Japan should hold discussions on approaches to making SMEs’ efforts
for cybersecurity measures visible in order to fortify cybersecurity measures across entire supply chains, including SMEs.

 Through organizing systems in which these SMEs’ efforts will interact with other efforts for advancing cybersecurity measures
in the respective industries, METI will strive to create momentum for promoting cybersecurity throughout entire industries.

(1) Close information sharing between 
entities sharing the same supply chains

 If two companies share an important

supply chain, one of them receives a

cyberattack and the damage caused by it

is considered to extend to the other

company, they are recommended to

closely share information with each

other.

(3) Announcement (of a cyberattack-
related case) if appropriate

 If a company receives a cyberattack and
the damages caused by it are considered
too serious to identify the range of the
damages and if the company supposes
that the damages may also affect a wide
range of stakeholders and it considers it
difficult to curb expansion of damages
merely by information sharing, it is
recommended to quickly announce the
cyberattack-related case.

(2) Submitting reports to METI in the 
case where a leakage of sensitive 

information on technologies is concerned

 Leakage of information on technologies

which can be diverted to military use (in

accordance with the export control list

as a reference) may affect national

security environments.

 If a company finds that such leakage

may occur, it is recommended to submit

a report on the case to METI.

Share AnnouncementReport

Fortifying cybersecurity measures across entire supply chains, including SMEs

⇒Taking approaches to making SMEs’ efforts for cybersecurity measures visible
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